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What happens to recalled meat?What’s the difference between a serial killer and a spree killer?
How do you stop a lava flow?Does homeowner’s insurance cover murder?And what is Ovaltine
anyway?Answers to these and other fascinating questions you never thought to ask, from the
writers at Slate MagazineAn entertaining and genuinely informative compilation of answers to
some of life's most improbable questions, from the writers of the online magazine Slate. Often
inspired by events in the news, the “Explainer” column asks the questions we never think to ask,
or that we’re too embarrassed to admit we don’t know how to answer. Filling in these overlooked
blanks of our daily lives, the book provides memorable tidbits for conversations, further
rumination, or important context as we follow current events from day to day. Full of fascinating
information about unlikely but important subjects, The Explainer will entertain and inform anyone
who has ever stopped to wonder who runs Antarctica, how cell phones can reveal your location,
or whether one can live off lizard meat.
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Don Hallford, “Interesting Facts. Learned some interesting facts from this selection. The
examples showed the statements in real life applications. The examples are a bit dated, but still
applicable.”

Beverly, “Informative, and Juicey!!. Very informative and full of neat answers to things we wished
we knew!! I loved it!! I am always curious!!”

takingadayoff, “My Second Favorite Slate Feature. The Explainer is a regular feature of the
online magazine, Slate. It answers questions you have about the current news, such as what is a
spiderhole and how did it get its name? Or how do you pronounce Abu Ghraib? These questions
and their answers aren't in the book, but you can find them in the archives of Slate.The book
compiles some of the more intriguing questions from the past few years, such as Could Bill
Clinton become president again? (The short answer is yes, but don't hold your breath.) Who can
be buried at Arlington Cemetery? What happens if you don't answer the census questionnaire?
Slate's reporters, in response to reader questions and often their own curiosity, find experts in
the appropriate field and ask the question. They make the expert explain the answer until they
understand it, then write a short column explaining the answer to their readers. In this way, we
learn how to pronounce Niger, how to become a weapons inspector, and what is Ovaltine,
anyway.The Explainer is a compact book that is fun to read in small doses or all at once. The
explanations are only about a page or two each and clustered into about two dozen short
chapters such as Dining Out, Medicine, Flight, and Death. Although I usually read the Explainer
online, I thought I'd catch a few that I'd missed. Either I missed a lot of these explanations or I
have a really poor memory. Regardless, I enjoyed reading these Explainer columns and look
forward to more Slate publications.(My favorite Slate feature is Bushisms.)”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 29 people have provided feedback.
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